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•when rock is being crushed. At the top of the, shaft is a breaking head, F. ' nd the shell surrounding this is lined with twelve concave pieces, E. These form the crushing faces, and were1 formerly of chilled cast iron, but ifow •consist of manganese steel or other special hard cast steel. The faces -rapidly and are frequently renewed.
The GoMct Gnixhi'i' i-s <l similar machine which has come into use recently. In the later form of this machine, the v* Adjustable Comet,"1 the size of the product can be varied by turning a hand-wheel. The HndfiM .ore breaker is also widely vised.
Gyratory crushers an* of far greater capacitv than machines with reeipro-•cating motion, and have accordingly come into use where a large, output is required. The largest sixe Comet crusher is said to have a capacity of from 100 to 200 tons of rock per hour.
On the Rand, gyratory breakers are used as " line breakers/' taking the product of the coarse breaker (see above, p. ir><5), after it has been passed through a trommel and sorted, and breaking it to a maximum of about I3- inches. The cost of tine breaking is given as follows : -
Maintenance,       .....      0-2d. per ton.
Labour,......        -25d.     „
Power,        .         .         .         .         .         .        *15d.
Capital charges,  .....        -12d.
Total.....n-72d
The power required is ;} to I  H.P. per ton per hour.1
Position and f//?f of Itork-Iirrtikt'rx. -The aperture of a rork breaker is placed on a level with the floor, so that the ore can be dumped down by the side and shovelled into the jaws, or the ore is fed direct into it through .a shoot from the. ore bins. It is now becoming eustomaiy to place the rock-breaker in a separate building distinct from the battery house.
A grizzly or screen of steel or iron burs, set 1 or U inches apart, is oiten •employed to separate, the line material, which is passed straight in the stamp*. Washing trommels are in use on the Hand. When {he stamp battery is used •only to crush the ore, which is subsequently treated in other machines, it is of great advantage to separate the fine product of the rock breaker by .sieving, instead of passing the whole through the stamps. This arrangement increases the output and prevents unnecessary sliming of the ore, thus greatly reducing the loss of sulphides when an attempt is made to save the.se bv •concentration.
The product of the rock breakei is mixed as thoroughly a.s possible with the original fines, and led by means of a shoot direct to the automatic stamp .feeders.
The efficiency and economy in crushing, attained by rork breakers, are •so fully recognised that efforts have been made to use them to reduce* gold quartz to a very small size before feeding it into the .stamp batteries, with .a view to increase the output. For line crushing multiple jaw crashers, -on the same principle as the Blake, have been constructed, but have not passed into general use ; the use of a pair of rolls between the rock-breaker -and the stamp battery has also been advocated. The usual size, however.
St-hmitt.

